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September 30, 2017 Meeting 

Topic: My Postwar RCAF Experiences/Harvard to Boeing and on 
Speaker: Major (Ret’d) Bill Long, RCAF 
Reporter: Gord McNulty 

FIt was a pleasure to introduce Bill Long, of Burlington. Bill thoroughly 
enjoyed an extensive and rewarding career in the RCAF and later in 
commercial aviation. He became an RCAF pilot as a 17-year-old teenager 
and trained on Harvards in 1954 at Claresholm, Alberta. It was the 
beginning of a storied 63-year affair with the Harvard. Bill later served 
as an instructor at Claresholm. He then served as a transport pilot flying 
Dakotas, Cosmopolitans and Boeing CC-137s, where he flew the usual 
three-year posting with 437 Transport Squadron at CFB Trenton. In 
addition to being a line pilot on the CC-137, he was a flight safety officer, 
check pilot and refueling standards pilot. After his RCAF career, Bill 
flew for Wardair and Canadian Airlines. He also worked for RegionAir 

of Singapore as the Flight Operations Director with bases in Saigon, Taiwan and Oman. On retirement 
from the airlines he worked as a contract simulator instructor for Air Canada until two years ago. Bill 
has contributed long-term volunteer service for the Canadian Harvard Aircraft Association, where he 
was a former chief pilot, and the Canadian Warplane Heritage Museum. In fact, he took his last flight in 
a Harvard at Tillsonburg on Aug. 5, an event recorded in the September issue of COPA Flight. Of note, 
CHAA Harvard ex-RCAF 20242 was the same one that Bill first flew in. After setting the big yellow trainer 
down, he turned on the show smoke in a final flourish. As Bill noted, “My wife said I never had a job; I had 
a hobby all my life.” 

In his lively presentation, Bill showed numerous photos of aircraft 
dating to his early days in the RCAF selection unit based at London. 
Recruits would find out if they were going to be a pilot, navigator, 
radio officer or civilian. He went to Officer’s School and then was 
sent to pilot training, as part of a group that was half RCAF and 
half French Air Force during the NATO Aircrew Training Plan. Te 
Canadians, 24 in all, went to Claresholm while the French were sent 
to Penhold. Both of these stations in Alberta were former British 
Commonwealth Air Training Plan bases. Bill did his familiarization 
flights in Harvard 20242 on Aug. 3, 1954. Sixty-three years later, he 
enjoyed a swan song in the aircraft on August 5. With his wry sense 
of humour, Bill noted the aircraft has “aged a heckuva lot better than I did”. Bill flew about 180 hours on the 
Harvard before being posted to Portage la Prairie, Manitoba, and advanced flying training on the Canadair 
CT-133 Silver Star. He flew about 80 hours on the Silver Star. While the new jet trainer was “fun to fly,” Bill 
noted safety issues arose with the CT-133 at Portage. It had two kinds of artificial horizons that could cause 
young pilots trouble if they weren’t really paying attention on takeoff. Unfortunately, some accidents were 
fatal, with an average of two pilots killed during a course. Te CT-133 was a “very complex” aircraft to fly 
compared to a Harvard. Bill received his Wings at Portage, about a year after he started. His group rejoined 
the French Air Force pilots there. Fourteen Canadians graduated. One half were assigned to Harvards on 
Flying Instructor School. Te other went to the Pilot Weapons School at RCAF Station Macdonald, about 
10 miles northwest of Portage la Prairie. Bill was with the Harvard group. He jokingly recalled that his 
group was given a hard time by colleagues who went to Macdonald and looked forward to flying Sabres in 
Europe. “Well, six weeks later they showed up at Trenton in the course behind us,” Bill noted.

Bill Long saying goodbye to Harvard 
242 following his final flight coming 63 

years after his first flight in it.
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Returning to Claresholm as an instructor, Bill flew an initial course involving trials on the agile DHC-
1 Chipmunk. He recalled that training on the demanding Harvard, in comparison, was very expensive, 
About 25 per cent of the students would “wash out” on the Harvard. Tey wouldn’t fly solo until they 
had about 20 to 25 hours and they weren’t fully comfortable until they had around 30 hours. In contrast, 
students were able to fly solo on the Chipmunk after 10 hours. Tey then moved to the Harvard, where 
they could go solo after another 10 hours. Te introduction of the Chipmunk provided big savings as the 
Harvard wash out rate dropped very low. Te Harvard that Bill flew his last instructor’s flight in is now 
at the Canada Aviation and Space Museum in Ottawa. Twin-engine flying training was provided on the 
Beech Expeditor. Bill recalled that initially, there wasn’t much emphasis on the importance of weight and 
balance, to a point where airmen would fill the tanks on an Expeditor, fill all the seats and put a full load 
of baggage in the aisle. On one occasion, a pilot lost an engine with such a load and had to put the aircraft 
in a field. Lesson learned! Bill noted procedures are much stricter today than they were at that time, 
when pilots were somewhat more freewheeling. As he said, “It was a bit of a different air force in those 
days.” After the closure of RCAF Station Claresholm in 1958, Bill went to 111 KU (Search and Rescue) in 
Winnipeg where he served in search and rescue, covering a broad area from Tunder Bay in the east to the 
Rocky Mountains in the west, from the U.S. border to the North Pole. He started on the Dakota, which he 
described as great aircraft for search and rescue. Tey could be equipped with skis in the winter, although 
that reduced the performance. After a year, he shifted to transport operations where he flew a variety of 
aircraft including the Otter, which he liked for its versatility on skis, floats and wheels. Te addition of 
amphibious floats would reduce the payload by about 600 pounds but the Otter was “a nice aeroplane.” 
One Otter was kept on the Winnipeg River, with straight floats, which didn’t restrict the performance as 
much. 

Bill flew the CC-109 Cosmopolitan 
for the AOC at Winnipeg. Te initial 
Cosmopolitans were equipped with the 
highly problematic Napier Eland engine. “It 
was probably one of the best single-engine 
transports we ever had,” Bill said, tongue-
in-cheek. He flew it for about 600 hours 
and lost three engines. It was a comfortable 
aircraft --- when the engines were working. 
After six years of service, the Eland Cosmos 
were re-engined to Convair 580 standards 
with more reliable Allisons in 1966. “Tey 
were a fantastic aircraft,” Bill said. He also 
enjoyed flying the Sikorsky H-34 transport 
and SAR helicopter. In 1964 Bill was posted to CFB Uplands, “another great place” for flying with 412 
Transport Squadron providing VIP flights. In 1967, a major air show to celebrate Canada’s Centennial 
was organized by the Canada Aviation Museum as it was known then. A number of vintage aircraft in the 
National Aeronautical Collection were demonstrated for the show, including a Sopwith Snipe, replicas 
of a Sopwith Triplane and a Nieuport 17, an Aeronca C-2, and a Fleet Finch. Bill flew the Nieuport 17. 
Te replicas were built to original plans. Tere was a problem in that any of the modifications were not 
available. Bill flew the Nieuport 17. After flying over the Ottawa River, he attempted a low pass down the 
runway. So much for that. Unfortunately, the rotary engine came apart and one of the engine mounts let 
go. “It was going to vibrate itself off the airplane, so I shut it down very quickly,” Bill recalled. He couldn’t 
land straight ahead because the RCMP were using the runway. So he put the aircraft into a turn but a 
wingtip struck the ground. “Te seat belt let go and I went headfirst into the machine gun.” Te mishap 

CC-109 Cosmopolitan at CFB Cold Lake 1985  
Photo Credit - Wikipedia
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made the CBC News that night. Tey showed Bill stumbling out with his white scarf and helmet. Bill 
recalled 412 Squadron also flew the only Canadair C-5 VIP transport, and the de Havilland Comet, which 
he remembered as really nice and “very, very quiet.” Te Canadair Yukon, for its part, was “okay” but 
“tended to vibrate a whole lot” with its powerful Rolls-Royce Tyne engines. 

In 1971, Bill was transferred. He had a choice of going to either CFB Bagotville on Voodoos or the 
Canadian Forces Support Unit at NORAD headquarters in Colorado Springs on the Cosmopolitan. 
He chose the latter. Te Cosmo was a beautiful aircraft, nicely polished by the service crew, using flour. 
Colorado Springs was quite the posting. Delightful perqs included duty-freeze liquor, with prices as 
low as $1.25 for a 40-ouncer of Wiser’s Deluxe and $13 for a gallon of Scotch. Te entire crew took 
pride in exquisitely outfitting the Cosmo with wood paneling throughout the fuselage, seat covers with 
embroidered head covers, crystal glasses, and more. Tey even built a white-blue cockpit instrument panel, 
much easier on the eyes than the traditional black panels. Te final touch was leopard skin pilot seats! 
Everyone enjoyed sharing maintenance tasks, with airframe guys sometimes doing the steward’s jobs. “Te 
airplane was just fabulous. It really looked great,” Bill recalled with a grin. “Te squadron was mad at us. 
Maintenance was mad at us. Materials was mad at us. But the general backed us up.”
Bill enjoyed flying the Royal Family in the Cosmo on a week-long tour for the Centennial of B.C. in 1971. 
Te crew would resupply the aircraft every day with finest food and liquor, but the Royals were too tired 
to enjoy much more than a cup of tea. At the time, there was a security scare with power lines being blown 
up by radicals. Every night, the Royals had to be flown to Vancouver, where the aircraft was put under 
guard. Bill said the easiest way to remove the goods from the aircraft at night was to “hold cocktail parties 
for the Vancouver police.” After Colorado Springs, he was posted to National Defence Headquarters. Te 
bureaucratic experience was interesting! When he left Colorado Springs, Bill weighed 225 pounds, didn’t 
smoke and felt good. After three years at HQ, he was down to 108 pounds and “smoking like a chimney.” 

Bill then went to 437 Squadron at Trenton, just “a fantastic job.” Te squadron flew five Boeing CC-137 
(707-347C) transports that had replaced the Yukons. Two could be converted to aerial refueling for the 
CF-5 Freedom Fighter. One was always kept in full freight configuration, providing freight runs once a 
week to Lahr, Germany and occasionally to either Cairo or Cyprus. Te CC-137 refuellers would take the 
CF-5s across the North Atlantic to northern Norway for annual NATO exercises. It was problematic, as 
the extra fuel tanks hanging on the CF-5s restricted their altitude and speed. After the refueling, trying to 
resume normal operating speed, the CC-137 couldn’t accelerate too quickly or the CF-5s would have to 
turn on their afterburners and burn off the fuel they were given. Two navigators were always on board, one 
for the CC-137 and the other to monitor where the CF-5s where in case any problems arose. 
In 1977 and 1978, after 437 Squadron, Bill took French language training in Hull, Quebec. It was an 
interesting course, but most of all, Bill 
really enjoyed flying aircraft. After 
retirement from the RCAF, he continued 
flying 707s for Wardair. Te airline needed 
more pilots to fly the 707 when Douglas 
couldn’t deliver DC-10s on time because 
of a strike. He flew the 707 for six months, 
then the DC-10 for about a year, followed 
by the Boeing 747, which he flew for 
six years. He then flew Airbus A300s 
that Wardair leased from South African 
Airways, followed by the A310 --- one of 
Bill’s favourites. Most pilots at Wardair, Wardair B747 1980s - Photo Credit - Canadian Aviation
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sold to Canadian Airlines in 1989, came from the air force and didn’t have the seniority of other airline 
pilots. Bill, however, managed to fly Boeing 737s with Canadian. In 1993, he became Chief Pilot and Flight 
Operations Director with RegionAir of Singapore, flying a Boeing 767 leased to Air Vietnam. Te leasing 

also involved two A320s in Taiwan, two more in Oman and a Dash 8 
in Singapore. He “filled every page in the passport” and continued in 
that demanding job for two years before returning to Canadian where 
he again flew 737s, retiring in 1996. He later flew and did contract 
work involving simulator training on the 737 and went to Air Canada 
as a contract simulator instructor before retiring from that about 
three years ago. Bill’s detailed presentation and perspective on a wide-
ranging career was much appreciated by the audience. Our speaker 
answered numerous questions and was thanked by Chapter Treasurer 
Paul Hayes. Bill was later presented with a thank-you gift from the 
Chapter. 

Paul Hayes thanking Bill Long for his 
excellent presentation. 
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